MINUTES OF THE FIFTY-FIFTH MEETING OF THE
NORTH BAY-MATTAWA SOURCE PROTECTION COMMITTEE (SPC)
9:15 am, Tuesday, June 20, 2017
Held at the North Bay-Mattawa CA Boardroom, 15 Janey Ave North Bay
1. Administration
a) Meeting called to order at 9:15 am
b) Attendance Record and Quorum (minimum number for quorum is 6 SPC members)
Chair & SPC Members
Jeff Celentano, SPC Chair
Doug Brydges
Lucy Emmott
Beverley Hillier
Dennis MacDonald
John MacLachlan
Randy McLaren
Maurice Schlosser
George Stivrins
Roy Warriner

Staff and Liaisons
Sue Miller, Manager DWSP (Program Manager)
Kurtis Romanchuk, Source Protection Specialist
Sue Buckle, Supervisor Communications & Outreach
Mary Wooding, MOECC Liaison
Chuck Poltz, NBPSDHU (arrived 10:30am)
Neil Gervais, MOECC (Source Protection Approvals)

c) Declaration of Pecuniary Interest – none
d) Approval of Agenda
Motion: That the agenda for the meeting be approved.
Moved by Dennis MacDonald, seconded by John MacLachlan (Resolution 55-01)

Carried

e) Approval of Minutes of March 21, 2017 SPC Meeting
Motion: That the minutes of the March 21, 2017 SPC meeting be approved.
Moved by Roy Warriner, seconded by Lucy Emmott (Resolution 55-02)

Carried

f) Correspondence - none
2. Chair’s Remarks
The SPC Chair thanked members for their attendance and touched on the following:
• MOECC conducted a new Chair orientation at the last Chair’s meeting, including a mentor/buddy
system, Jeff has been connected with the newly appointed Sault Ste. Marie Chair.
• MOECC underlined the continuing commitment to source protection, sending a clear signal to the
SPC and Chairs that work under Source Protection will continue.
• Minister made presentation with respect to environment and provided insight as to thoughts,
intentions, and tasks respecting environmental matters.
• The NBMCA hosted a half-day Municipal Conference, April 12, 2017, sharing findings of recent
research into phosphorus loading in the Callander ICA and recommendations for public works staff
to reduce erosion. Ed Gazendam of Water’s Edge identified critical factors [such as culvert
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alignment, length of bridges, road grading and ditch maintenance]. There was lots of productive
dialogue and participants expressed support for another conference next year.
3. Expiration of Three SPC Members’ Terms (by January 1, 2018)
The Project Manager advised that terms of one member from each sector would expire by January 1,
2018. [Note: After reviewing regulation and SP Authority Resolution 08-16, it turns out there is some
flexibility around this date as long as all current SPC members’ terms will have expired no later than
January 1, 2020.]
The Source Protection Authority (SP Authority) is responsible for selecting and appointing SPC
Members. The process this time is expected to be consistent with prior practice and with
recommendations made in 2015 immediately prior to revision of the Committees Regulation (O. Reg.
288/07):
•
•
•

Members are asked to advise the Project Manager (Sue Miller) by June 28, 2017 whether they
would like to step down or remain;
For sectors where all members would like to remain, lots will be drawn to select one member
whose position will be advertised. The current member may reapply;
New terms will be five years (North Bay-Mattawa SP Authority Resolution 08-16).

Dennis MacDonald, Transportation Representative, advised that he would step down.
Action: SPC Members to provide notice of their intention to step down or remain to Project Manager by
June 28, 2017.
4. Review of North Bay Vulnerability Scoring
Source Vulnerability Factor Change
The Project Manager provided an overview of the process undertaken and recommendations
(PowerPoint presentation attached to these minutes). A key recommendation would increase the
current IPZ-1 vulnerability score from 8 to 10, to recognize additional potential activities as significant
threats. The example activity cited was establishment of a landfill in the IPZ-1 less than 10 hectares in
size, which would not be a significant threat in an area scored at less than 10.
Two draft reports were developed by a subcommittee of the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)
and provided to the SPC at the meeting:
1. City of North Bay Drinking Water Intake Vulnerability Scoring and Intake Protection Zone
Delineation Technical Review, and
2. Implications of Amended Vulnerability Scoring City of North Bay Intake Protection Zones.
Vulnerable Areas and Scoring
The following recommendations were presented:
1. Extend the Intake Protection Zone (IPZ) to include Conservation Authority Regulation Limits in
accordance with the Technical Rules [62 and 64].
2. Extend the IPZ-3 in the Lees Creek catchment (upstream of IPZ-2) beyond the 120 m setback to
include the entire headwater area which has been found to transmit PFAS (perfluoroalkylated
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substances), a class of environmentally persistent, water-soluble contaminants. This would flag
the vulnerability of the airport industrial lands so that the City could set appropriate policies to
prevent contamination from existing and future industrial activities.
3. Assess ditching within and near the airport for its potential to act as a Transport Pathway to Lees
Creek.
4. Assess ditching along Highway 63 from the western intersection with Anita Ave to the height of
land where runoff is directed to IPZ-1 for inclusion as a Transport Pathway. Similarly, any
ditching along the rail line should be assessed for potential to transport spilled substances to

Trout Lake.

5. The IPZ-3 area within a creek catchment would not be subdivided for the purpose of
vulnerability scoring (i.e. all of Doran Creek and the 120 m adjacent setback would be in IPZ 3B)
6. Increase the area vulnerability factor (and therefore the vulnerability score) of the Lees Creek
IPZ-3 to reflect the proximity of the watercourse to the intake and the potential for contaminant
movement from its headwater area.
SPC Members wanted more time to review the information. The recommended changes would
require amendment of the Assessment Report and review of some policies that would be applied to
newly recognized significant threat activities. Any changes would require public consultation.
Amendments to an SP Plan can be initiated either by the SP Authority under s. 34 of the Clean Water
Act, or by the Minister under s.36 during a Ministry scheduled plan review. A work plan that
identifies any shortcomings of the current SP Plan and how they should be addressed needs to be
submitted to the MOECC in November 2018. That would form the basis of a Ministry scheduled plan
review.
The MOECC Liaison advised that recent changes to the Provincial Tables of Threat Circumstances may
already require amendments to wording in the SP Plan. Other SP Areas/Regions face the same
situation because their SP Plan wording identifies specific threat circumstances and vulnerable areas
where threats apply, rather than using a more general wording such as “where the threat is or may
become significant”.
Action: MOECC to provide summary slide deck of changes to threat tables.
Event Based Approach to Recognize Potential Impact of Large Volume Spills
As discussed in previous meetings, the hazard scoring approach was not developed to assess very
large volume spills or the impact of extreme events. The rationale for using an Event Based Approach
to assess the threat posed by a spill from the proposed pipeline was discussed. The MOECC indicated
use of that approach for a Type D intake (inland lake) would require approval of the Director.
Program staff mentioned that the Trout Lake Site Specific Risk Assessment (SSRA) of the Energy East
pipeline project commissioned by TransCanada included spill modelling which demonstrated the
potential to impair drinking water quality over the intake and that this might be an adequate to
justify the delineation of an Event Based Area. Staff are working on this.
5. Implications of Amended North Bay Vulnerability Scoring
The implications of recommended changes were reviewed. Additional threats activities would be
recognized as significant in IPZ-1, such as the storage of fuel in quantities over 2500 L and on-site
sewage systems (septics). Some septic systems on Anita Avenue would become subject to Mandatory
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Maintenance Inspections. The SPC would need to consider how to address the storage of fuel and
whether existing TSSA requirements provide adequate protection.
Committee members requested specific details of what would be expected of them and their
options.
Program staff advised that they are seeking feedback on the documents provided. Questions and
comments should be emailed to Kurtis Romanchuk or Sue Miller, who will share those along with
responses to SPC members.
Action: SPC members to review documents and submit questions and comments to S Miller or K
Romanchuk for compilation and sharing of responses. This exchange will support finalization of
the draft documents.
6. Transportation Threats Review (Highway and Rail)
Information was presented clarifying the regulatory structure and summarizing the spills history of
the Ontario Northland Railway, which operates the line through the North Bay IPZ-1 adjacent to
Trout Lake.
The following report was provided at the meeting:
Ontario Northland Railway Summary of Spills & Derailments and Applicable Regulations (SOURCE
PROTECTION MEMORANDUM)
The transportation representative requested permission to share the material with members of the
ONR, which was encouraged by the committee. Staff confirmed that PDF copies of all documents
would be circulated following the meeting although some of these are still draft.
The Chair and staff confirmed that the highway transportation of hazardous substances will also be
reviewed. Staff commented that an MTO commissioned value engineering study identified that the
curve on Hwy 63 at Silver Lady Lane had too small a radius for the intended design speed of the road.
Action: Staff to prepare a summary of available information pertinent to the SPC’s understanding of the
threat posed by highway transport of hazardous substances and possible options to address it,
similar to what was compiled for rail transportation of hazardous substances.
7. Energy East Pipeline – Update
The status of the Energy East proposed pipeline conversion was briefly discussed. The National
Energy Board (NEB) review was halted after the recusal of panel members. There is no new timeline
yet. The NBMCA has applied to be an intervener and is assessing the potential threats within its area
of jurisdiction. NBMCA is also preparing a critique of the Site Specific Risk Assessment commissioned
by TransCanada Pipelines Ltd to assess the risk posed to North Bay’s source water.
It was also mentioned that the NEB is implementing a new consultation process with First Nations.
8. New Business and Wrap-Up
The next meeting will be at the call of the Chair, expected to be held in September or October 2017.
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9. Adjourn
Meeting adjourned at 11:30 am.
_______________________________
Jeff Celentano, SPC Chair

________________________________
Sue Miller, Project Manager

NOTES:
With respect to the vulnerability scoring review of the North Bay system (follow-up from Sept 2016
Resolution 53-02), a Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) was formed and met twice in March 2017.
There was general consensus that the current intake vulnerability score of 0.8 was too low, but not
on whether the recommended increase should be to 0.9 or to 1.0.
Preparation of recommendations was therefore delegated to subcommittee that included the
consultant and NBMCA technical staff (Water Resources Engineer (EIT), Water Resources Specialist,
Source Protection Specialist and SP Program Manager). The subcommittee reconsidered the technical
work, implications of current scoring and comparison with similar type systems. Rather than
increasing the vulnerability score of the intake, the consultant suggested that the threat activities of
concern might instead be recognized by a change in the hazard ratings assigned to threat
circumstances by the Province. The Provincial Tables of Threat Circumstances are currently under
review. The report of the subcommittee to the SPC recommended increasing the vulnerability score
of the intake to 1.0 to recognize certain threat activities that should be rated significant.
SPC members requested time to review the documents before making any decisions. The Program
Manager confirmed that this meeting was the first of three budgeted for the fiscal period, so
decisions could be deferred. Also, amendments to the Assessment Report and Source Protection
Policies could be initiated either now by the SP Authority with a supporting resolution from North
Bay Council (using s. 34 of the Clean Water Act), or deferred for consideration during a future review
of the Source Protection Plan at the direction of the Minister. Both options would involve substantial
public consultation. The latter process involves submission of a work plan to the Minister, which is
due regardless in November 2018. The work plan needs to provide an assessment of the
effectiveness of the current plan and whether changes should be considered.
One Member clarified that the reason protection of North Bay’s source water is so critical is because
53,000 residents depend on it, not just that it is a sole municipal source. If the source became
compromised it would be extremely challenging to provide an alternate supply for so many people.
The MOECC Liaison emphasized the importance of “ground-truthing” and consultation in the
amendment process. Because Part IV policies were not included in the SP Plan, there is no local Risk
Management Official available to inspect facilities and identify threats. Also, the SP Plan’s wording
identifies specific vulnerable areas where each policy applies. Therefore, any amendments to scoring
would affect many of those details throughout the SP Plan and require revisions to such wording.
Program staff advised that the next step in a s. 34 process would be to go to the SP Authority, and if
the changes were supported, endorsement would be sought from North Bay City Council. The public
would be consulted on any proposed changes and the implications of those. Alternatively, the
recommendations could be considered during the s.36 review.
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